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By Dr. Naomi Wolf

The following book represents an extraordinary historical achievement in the reporting of
events in scien@ and medicine.

It also appears to be a record of a great crime against humanity.

ln 2022,lhe Pfizer documents, a tranche of 55,000 documents, many of them thousands of
pages long, were released via a court order. This was due to a successful lawsuit by attorney
Aaron Siri. The US Food and Drug Administration had asked the court to keep these'
documents hidden for 75 years - until after most of us alive now would be dead and gone.

Luckily, the court did not concur.

We at Dailyclout.io, a website devoted to civic transparency, realized that the raw documents
were impossible to cover in normal journalistic ways. One reason was the massive scope of
the documentatlon. But another reason was that the documents are written tor scientists and
medical researchers, in language that only specialists in those fields could really understand
properly or explain.

We sent out a call for expert volunteers from those fields on our own platforms, and we did so
also on the video and podcast platform, War Room Pandemic, hosted by Steven K. Bannon. A
global audience thus recognized how important it was lor an jnformed public - who had been
harried, bullied, and "mandated" to receive ffizer's and Moderna's mRNA injections in 2021-
2022 * to undersiand what was really revealed inside of the Pfizer documents.

As a result ot our calls for expert help, we rec€ived 2000, then 2500, and finally 3500
responses from volunteers, many of whom are experts in their fields. Biostatisticians, lab
clinicians, pathologists, anesthesiologists, sports medicine physicians, cardiologists, research
scientists, RNs, and many other related disciplines are represented among these decent,
hjghly-skilled people who offered to read through these difficult, technical documents -- pro
bono, as a service to humanity (and out of respect as well, in many cases, for their own lifelong
commitment to real science, real medicine, and truth in general). Many of them were not only
published, peer-reviewed academic authors in their fields, but some were peer reviewers
themselves. There was no way, with a group this distinguished in science and medicine doing
the labor, that the interpretation of these documenls could be dismissed as 'fringe," subjective,
or as the work of "conspiracy theorists."

Of course, managing a project in which 3500 highly trained specialists from all over the world
work together virtually on unpacking and reporting on such a massive trove of material, would
have been impossible for mere mortals.
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At first, indeed, we did not know how to organize the thousands of specialists who offered their
help.

Enter Amy Kelly, who is also a heroine of this story. She is a talented project manager, and
now Dailyclout's COO; and she has a distinguished background in complex organizational
projects in various fields.

Ms. Kelly managed, seemingly etfortlessly, to organize the volunteers into six working teams,
with subcommittees of expert readers. Under her extraordinary leadership, the thousands of
specialists around the globe started to communicate with one another, share their findings, and
draft their reports. I trained the volunteers in writing for a general audience, and I also trained
our Dailyolout editors in editing what was often dense medical language, but with extremely
important findings, into accessible reports that anyone with any level of education could follow
and understand.

For all of us, but mostly for the volunteers and Ms. Kelly, the next year represented a
Herculean etfort to turn this material, that one of the most powerful companies in the world
trusted would never be made public, into fifty readable reports sharing the most urgent
headlines of all * the reports that are now in your hands.

You will see that the 50 reports document what may be a massive crime against humanity.
You will see that Plizer knew, as it appears, that the mRNA vaccines did not work. You will see
that the ingredients, including lipid nanoparticles, in the mRNA injections bio-
distributed throughout the body in a couple of days, accumulating in the liver, adrenals, spleen
- and ovaries. You will see that Pfizer and the FDA knew that the injections damaged the
hearts of minors -- and yet waited months to inform the public. You will see that ffizer sought
to hire over a thousand new staffers simply to manage the flood of "adverse events" reports
that they were receiving and that they anticipated receiving. You will see that 61 people died of
stroke - half of the stroke adverse events being within a couple of days after injection - and
that five people died of liver damage with, again, many of the liver damage adverse events
sustained shortly after the injection- You will see neurological events, cardiac events, strokes,
brain hemorrhages, and blood clots, lung clots and leg clots at massive scale. You will see that
headaches, joint pain, and muscle pain are rampant as adverse events, though these are not
disclosed as routine side effect warnings by our agencies.

Most seriously of all, you will see a 360-degree attack on human reproductive capability:with
harms to sperm count, testes, sperm motility; harms to ovaries, menstrual cycles, placentas;
you will see that over 80 per cent oI the pregnancies in one section of the Pfizer documents
ended in spontaneous abortion or miscarriage. You will see that 72 per cent ol the adverse
events in one section oI the documents were in women, and that 16 percent of those were
"reproductive disorders," in Pfizer's own words. You will see a dozen or more names for the
ruination of the menstrual cycles of women and teenage girls. You will see that Pfizer defined
"exposure" to the mRNA vaccine as including skin contact, inhalation, and sexual contact,
especially at the point of conception.
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History has not yet concluded its assessment of what Pfizer - and the FDA, who were in
custody of all these documents -- has done. We are at the very start of that assessment.

But to me it is clear that the tollowing documents, written by impeccably skilled experts, and
linked to primary sources, show that a crime has likely been committed against humanity that
is unDrecedented in its scale.

We owe the War Room/Dailyolout Ptizer Documents Besearch Volunteers * some named,
most oI them unnamed - who labored for a year, and do so to this day, and for nothing more
than the privilege ot serving humanity, science, medicine, and the actual truth -- a tremendous
debt. We thank l\ilr. Bannon and his team for so often supporting our call for experts and for
helping us to announce the results in real time, as the reports came in. We thank all the other
news outlets, of all kinds, who risked reprisals from Big Pharma or even from the government -
- which recent lawsuits have shown allied with Big Pharma - who have also showcaged the
work of the Volunteers, in an etfort truly to inform their viewers.

Please share this document with your loved ones jt you also tind it to be important.

Everyone by law deserves informed consent when it comes to medical interventions - it is
actually a crime to withhold it (really many crimes appear to be represented here, but history
will sort that out as well).

It has been a privilege to report on this team's work, and to do all I can as CEO of Dailyclout,
to help sustain their, and the remarkable Ms. Kelly's, work on humanity's behalf.

Sincerely
Dr. Naomi Wolf
CEO, Dailyolout.io
January 20, 2023
Salem, Massachusetts
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